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the sun. I crawled back to my place. After a final day o£ punishing
toil I had been on my feet all night, and I asked only to lie there
torpid on the cold aluminium floor, too exhausted for true slumber.
The engines sang their steady song. Hour after hour—how many
I neither knew nor cared—I lay there, my hairy, grimed, and salt-
caked cheek pillowed on my arm. A confusion of shouting roused
me, and I saw Omdal waving me forward. I crawled toward him.
"Land!" he yelled.
It shocked me to my senses.
"Spitsbergen?" I yelled back.
Omdal only shrugged his shoulders. But Feucht, still an image
of gloom, yelled as if angry: "No Spitzbergen! No Spitzbergenl"
Again I stuck my head up through the manhole. Fog and ice
were gone now, and below us tumbled a grey wind-flecked ocean.
Of! the nose of the plane, indistinct beneath the southern sun, was
a faint shore-line.
Something hit my moccasined foot. I drew down in and saw
Omdal tossing cakes of chocolate at me. With safety in sight, our
ration restrictions were off, and Amundsen broke open a carton
of chocolate and distributed the cakes. I ate seven as fast as I could
munch them down. As I squatted there, the engines cut of! and
began choking and back-firing in descent. Omdal gestured to me
that we were landing, which meant that I must screw-shut the roof
dead-light to keep out spray. I treated myself first to a look. We
were not at the shore, as I had supposed, but still some miles out,
and as we dropped lower I could see that the ocean was rough.
A little later I learned the reason for this manoeuvre. Even as the
N 25 had had a forced landing near the Pole, so it was making
another on the return. The stabilisation rudders had jammed, and
Riiser-Larsen preferred to taxi the rest of the distance rather than
risk a dive.
I closed the dead-light, and the plane sat down roughly on the
racing waves. The engines spoke again, but I was only regretting
those seven cakes of chocolate. The light hull pitched like a cork
on the combers, and in the airless dark tail I instantly became as
seasick as I ever was in my life. For thirty-five minutes I had to
endure this final misery, and then the plane taxied into still water.
We reached shore on our final spoonfuls of petrol. Then we

